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AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Appendix C is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5(a)(i); 5(a)(ii); 5(b)(i); 5(b)(ii) and 5(c)(ii) for the amounts of “R0,95”, “R0,125”, “R1,30”, “R0,125”, and “R0,125” of the amounts “R1,25”, “R0,16”, “R1,75”, “R0,16” and “R0,16”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL

F.J. STRAUSS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (j)(i) and (j)(ii) for the amounts of “R1,25” and “R9,65” of the amounts “R1,50” and “R11,60”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL

JUSTIAAN
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

17 March 1993

TOWN OF HENTIESBAAI

No. 36

1993

AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule 3 is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item 5B(A)(a)(i)(aa) for the amount “R0,95” of the amount “R1,25”; and

(b) by the substitution in items 5B(A)(a)(i)(bb) and 5B(A)(b)(i)(bb) for the amounts of “R1,15” and “R1,45” of the amounts “R1,25” and “R1,75”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

S.A. KAMPFER
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
TOWN OF HENTIESBAAI

No. 37 1993

AMENDMENT OF REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOPWATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule I is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 4(c) and (d)(iii) for the amounts “R9,65” and “R28,80” of the amounts “R12,50” and “R30,80”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

S.A. KAMPFER
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF KALKFELD

No. 38 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (d)(i) and (d)(ii) for the amounts of “R0,88” and “R5,40” of the amounts “R1,20” and “R8,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

E. KURZ
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF KALKFELD

No. 39 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Annexure V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item 4 for the amounts of "R0,97", "R6,15" and "R5,40" of the amounts "R1,20", "R8,50" and "R6,50".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

E. KURZ
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF ARANOS

No. 40 1993

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOP WATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule I is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 1(a), 1(b) and 1(d) for the amounts of "R8,00", "R6,50" and "R11,50" of the amounts "R10,00", "R9,00" and "R15,00".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

F.J. STRAUSS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF ARANOS

No. 41 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item (a)(i) for the amount “R0,83” of the amount “R1,15”; and

(b) by the substitution in item (a)(ii) for the amount of “R6,50” of the amount “R8,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

F.J. STRAUSS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF ARANOS

No. 42 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Annexure V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5(a), 5(b)(i), 5(b)(ii), 5(c) and 5(d) for the amounts of “R5,50”, “R0,83”, “R6,50”, “R5,50” and “R3,70” of the amounts “R6,25”, “R1,15”, “R8,50”, “R6,50” and “R5,60”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

F.J. STRAUSS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF ARIAMSVLEI

No. 43 1993

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOPWATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 2(a), 2(b) and 2(d) for the amounts of “R11,50”, “R7,20” and “R14,50” of the amounts “R12,50”, “R9,00” and “R16,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

F. WITBOOI
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF ARIAMSVLEI

No. 44 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item (k)(i) for the amount “R1,03” of the amount “R1,24”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

F. WITBOOI
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF AUS

No. 45 1993

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL,
REFUSE AND SLOPWATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule 1 is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) for the amounts of “R5,60”, “R7,00” and “R9,80” of the amounts “R6,80”, “R8,50” and “R11,80”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

E. APOLLUS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF AUS

No. 46 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 4(a)(i) and 4(a)(ii) for the amounts of “R1,08” and “R6,15” of the amounts “R1,40” and “R7,40”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

E. APOLLUS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF AUS

No. 47 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (b)(i) and (b)(ii) for the amounts of "R1,15" and "R6,15" of the amounts "R1,40" and "R7,40".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

E. APOLLUS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF BETHANIE

No. 48 1993

AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Appendix C of Part III is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5A(a)(i), 5A(a)(ii), 5A(b)(i), 5A(b)(ii) and 5A(c)(ii) for the amounts of "R1,03", "R15,45", "R61,80", "R0,18", "R1,93", "R28,95" and "R347,40" of the amounts "R1,25", "R18,75", "R75,00", "R0,20", "R2,25", "R33,75" and "R405,00".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

J. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF BETHANIE

No. 49

1993

AMENDMENT OF SANITATION REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item 3(a) for the amount of “R8,50” of the amount “R9,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

J. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF BETHANIE

No. 50

1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (o)(i) and (o)(ii) for the amounts of “R0,85” and “R8,50” of the amounts “R1,25” and “R9,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

J. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF BETHANIE

No. 51 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Annexure V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5(a) and 5(b) for the amounts of "R8,50" and "R0,85" of the amounts "R9,50" and "R1,25".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

J. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

________________________

TOWN OF HENTIESBAAI

No. 52 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (c)(i) and (c)(ii) for the amounts of "R0,90" and "R7,50" of the amounts "R1,35" and "R10,50".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

S.A. KAMPFER
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

________________________
VILLAGE OF KALKRAND

No. 53

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOPewater REGulations


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 6(b) and 6(d) for the amounts of “R10,50” and “R17,30” of the amounts “R12,50” and “R19,30”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL

S.S. Loftie-Eat0n
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF KALKRAND

No. 54

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (e)(i) and (e)(ii) for the amounts of “R1,15” and “R6,60” of the amounts “R1,32” and “R7,80”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL

S.S. Loftie-Eat0n
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF LEONARDVILLE

No. 55 1993

AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Part 6 is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5D(A)(a)(ii) and 5D(A)(b)(ii) for the amount of “R0,16” of the amount “R0,1975”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

G.B. NAWASEB
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF LEONARDVILLE

No. 56 1993

AMENDMENT OF SANITATION REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule A is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (a) and (b) for the amounts of “R11,50” and “R6,50” of the amounts “R13,50” and “R8,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

G.B. NAWASEB
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF LEONARDVILLE

No. 57

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item 1 for the amount "R1,18" of the amount "R1,43".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

G.B. NAVASEB
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF MALTAHÖHE

No. 58

AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Appendix C is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 3(c)(a)(i) and 3(c)(b)(i) for the amounts of "R0,68" and "R1,27" of the amounts "R1,20" and "R2,20".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

P.E. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF MALTAHÖHE

No. 59 1993

AMENDMENT OF SANITATION REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule A is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 2 and 4 for the amounts of "R6,05" and "R11,50" of the amounts "R9,00" and "R16,00".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

P.E. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF MALTAHÖHE

No. 60 1993

AMENDMENT OF SEWERAGE AND REFUSE REMOVAL TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Schedule V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 6(a)(ii) and 6(b)(ii) for the amounts of "R6,00" and "R5,00" of the amount "R9,00".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

P.E. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF MALTAHOHE

No. 61 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item (m)(i) for the amount "R1,15" of the amount "R1,38".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

P.E. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF MALTAHOHE

No. 62 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Schedule V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item V for the amount "R1,15" of the amount "R1,38".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

P.E. BOOIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF WITVLEI

No. 63 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Schedule V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item 4(a)(i) for the amount “R1,15” of the amount “R1,38”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

C. HOËBES
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

---

VILLAGE OF WITVLEI

No. 64 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in item (1)(i) for the amount “R1,15” of the amount “R1,38”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

C. HOËBES
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF WITVLEI

No. 65 1993

AMENDMENT OF THE SANITATION TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Schedule V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5(a), 6 and 7(a) for the amounts of “R7,10”, “R9,80” and “R6,50” of the amounts “R9,00” and “R12,00”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

C. HOËBES
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF WITVLEI

No. 66 1993

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOPWATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 10(a), 10(b) and 10(d) for the amounts of “R6,50” and “R9,80” of the amounts “R9,00” and “R12,00”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

C. HOËBES
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF WITVLEI

No. 67 1993

AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Part 3 is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 5A(A)(a)(ii); 5A(A)(b)(ii) and 5A(A)(c)(ii) for the amount “R0,14” of the amount “R0,1865”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

C. HOËBES
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF WARMBAD

No. 68 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (h)(i) and (h)(ii) for the amounts “R1,15” and “R8,25” of the amounts “R1,40” and “R9,90”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

J.S. MARAIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF WARMBAD

No. 69 1993

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOP WATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 9(a), 9(b) and 9(d) for the amounts of "R8,10", "R7,50" and "R8,80" of the amounts "R12,65", "R12,00" and "R14,50".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

J.S. MARAIS
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

MUNICIPALITY OF MARIENTAL

No. 70 1993

AMENDMENT OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY REGULATIONS

The Council of the Municipality of Mariental, under Section 30(1)(u) of the Local Authorities Act, 1992 (Act 23 of 1992) further amends the Electric Supply Regulations promulgated under Government Notice 19 of 1962 by the substitution in item 5(a) of the tariff of fees and charges for the amount "R21,50" of the amount "R25,50".

M.J. CRONJE
TOWN CLERK
VILLAGE OF STAMPRIET

No. 71

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (g)(i) and (g)(ii) for the amounts of “R1,07” and “R7,50” of the amounts “R1,30” and “R9,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

A.G. GAOSEB
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF STAMPRIET

No. 72

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 4(a)(i), 4(a)(ii) and 4(b) for the amounts of “R1,07”, “R7,50” and “R4,66” of the amounts “R1,30”, “R9,50” and “R6,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

A.G. GAOSEB
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF STAMPRIET

No. 73

AMENDMENT OF THE REMOVAL OF NIGHTSOIL, REFUSE AND SLOPWATER REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 8(a), 8(b) and 8(d) for the amounts of “R6,45”, “R5,40” and “R9,80” of the amounts “R10,00”, “R7,50” and “R15,00”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

A.G. GAOSEB
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

---

VILLAGE OF KOES

No. 74

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TARIFFS


SCHEDULE

Annexure V is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items 8(i) and 8(ii) for the amounts of “R1,10” and “R8,80” of the amounts “R1,30” and “R9,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

M.M. BRANDT
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF KOËS

No. 75 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (q)(i) and (q)(ii) for the amounts of "R1,10" and "R8,80" of the amounts "R1,30" and "R9,50".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

M.M. BRANDT
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF KOËS

No. 76 1993

AMENDMENT OF SANITATION REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule A is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (a), (b) and (c) for the amounts of "R11,50", "R6,50" and "R8,80" of the amounts "R13,50", "R8,00" and "R9,50".

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

M.M. BRANDT
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL
VILLAGE OF AROAB

No. 77 1993

AMENDMENT OF WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

Schedule B is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (n)(i) and (n)(ii) for the amounts of “R1,05” and “R6,50” of the amounts “R1,25” and “R8,50”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

G.J. VISser
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL

VILLAGE OF AROAB

No. 78 1993

AMENDMENT OF SANITATION REGULATIONS


SCHEDULE

The Schedule is hereby amended:

(a) by the substitution in items (a), (b) and (c)(i) for the amounts of “R6,50”, “R6,50” and “R11,50” of the amounts “R9,00”, “R9,00” and “R15,00”.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL.

G.J. VISser
CHAIRPERSON OF THE COUNCIL